Ford ramping up electric vehicles in Europe
14 March 2022, by Michelle Chapman
For commercial vehicles, the Transit will include four
new electric models – the Transit Custom onetonne van and Tourneo Custom multi-purpose
vehicle in 2023, and the smaller, next generation
Transit Courier van and Tourneo Courier multipurpose vehicle in 2024.
"I am delighted to see the pace of change in
Europe – challenging our entire industry to build
better, cleaner and more digital vehicles," Ford
President and CEO Jim Farley said in a statement.
"Ford is all-in and moving fast to meet the demand
in Europe and around the globe."
Earlier this month Ford announced that it was
In this July 27, 2021 file photo, a view of a Ford logo on splitting its electric vehicle and internal combustion
signage at Country Ford in Graham, N.C. Ford says it
operations into two individual businesses. Ford
will have three new electric passenger vehicles and four Blue will focus on traditional combustion engines
new electric commercial vehicles in Europe by 2024,
and Ford Model e will develop electric vehicles. The
part of the automaker's continued push to grow its
Detroit company now expects that half of its
presence in the EV market. Ford Motor Co. said
vehicles will be electric by 2030.
Monday, March 14, 2022 that it plans to sell more than
600,000 electric vehicles in the Europe by 2026. It
anticipates producing 1.2 million electric vehicles in
Cologne, Germany over six years. Credit: AP
Photo/Gerry Broome, File

Ford is looking to sell more than 2 million electric
vehicles worldwide by 2026.
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Ford says it will have three new electric passenger
vehicles and four new electric commercial vehicles
in Europe by 2024, part of the automaker's
continued push to grow its presence in the EV
market.
Ford Motor Co. said Monday that it plans to sell
more than 600,000 electric vehicles in the Europe
by 2026. It anticipates producing 1.2 million electric
vehicles in Cologne, Germany over six years.
Ford will start production of an all-new electric
passenger vehicle, a medium-sized crossover, in
Cologne next year. A second electric vehicle will
be added to the Cologne production line-up in
2024. An electric version of the Ford Puma will be
made in Craiova, Romania beginning in 2024.
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